OneVue Sync Bluetooth

Cloud-based time synchronization platform

By leveraging Amazon Web Services and Bluetooth® low energy technology, OneVue™ lets you seamlessly add as many clocks as you need – across your entire facility.

How does it work?

- Clocks find strongest connection back to bridge to form Bluetooth low energy network
- Bridge passes time signal across network and clocks automatically synchronize

Critical notifications

With upcoming OneVue Notify InfoBoards, OneVue will be able to transmit urgent notifications from facility administrators to the people in their buildings in seconds, which will have a profound impact on public safety. The new OneVue Notify solution will be released in the Summer of 2019.

BOOST EFFICIENCY. SAVE MONEY.
GET IN SYNC.

Dependable Primex ANALOG CLOCKS come in a variety of colors, sizes and dial options to fit any style or budget.
Primex makes a wide variety of devices that leverage its 72 MHz technology. To ensure compatibility, look for this 72 MHz icon.

OneVue Sync Transmitter

The OneVue Sync Transmitter unifies timekeeping on the Primex OneVue Platform, using a high-penetration frequency to talk to devices throughout a building or campus. (Broadcast at 72MHz/FCC-licensed frequency).

OneVue Transmitters can be configured with different power output levels, allowing coverage to scale from a single building to an entire campus.

How does it work?

- GPS receiver obtains time from satellite
- 72 MHz OneVue Sync transmitter broadcasts time signal to every clock across your facility or campus
- Clocks receive signal and automatically synchronize to correct time

Bright LEDs and sleek designs make Primex DIGITAL CLOCKS & TIMERS as attractive as they are functional.
Primex is a leading provider of wireless time synchronization technologies – serving more than 16,000 locations worldwide.

**WHY PRIMEX?**

- Cross resetting clocks off your to-do list
- Automatically corrects for Daylight Saving Time
- Unified timekeeping & messaging capabilities
- Multiple power options for flexibility
- A variety of styles and options
- Proactive status reports

**HOW TO BUY**

*With partners across the world, help is just around the corner.*

Primex synchronized clock systems are available through our certified partner network. For help in locating a certified partner in your area, please give us a call Monday-Friday from 8am-5pm CT at (855) 598-9494, or visit us online at primexinc.com.